AudioXperts, a New Luxury Audio Brand, Launches its 4TV Audio Entertainment Consoles

4TV home theater consoles set a new benchmark for performance, simplicity of operation, design and visual integration with today’s newest panel TVs

Boston, Mass. (PRWEB) August 08, 2012 -- AudioXperts, the new luxury audio brand, committed to delivering unique audio solutions, introduces the first two models of its 4TV collection, designed to provide users with extraordinary TV/music solutions that truly eliminate the confusion, chaos, and clutter that too often comes with typical component home theater systems.

With their beautiful smoked glass and aluminum enclosures, these ultra-low-profile products provide amazing component-level audio performance, in two unique, easy-to-use models: the Model 5122 5.1 Surround Sound Console (MSRP $3,999.99), a category-defining, 2-piece, true 5.1 channel music and surround sound system with wireless subwoofer, which offers the performance of a high powered 12” subwoofer, and offers several placement options, including standing upright with the included feet, lying flat for versatile, inconspicuous placement, or even placed directly underneath the 5122 main console; the Model 2112 Virtual Surround Sound Console (MSRP $1,999.99), a single-piece, high performance 2.1 channel music and surround sound system with built-in subwoofer that delivers the equivalent bass output of a separate 8” powered subwoofer.

"When it came to developing the 4TV collection, our team of experts set out to produce a product line that would offer a never-before-seen combination of audio performance, technology and aesthetic design," said Eli Harary, president of AudioXperts. “4TVs minimalistic, yet ultra-sophisticated form will instantly appeal to those who truly appreciate superior form and function.”

4TV home entertainment consoles are designed to fit directly under the TV, or on top of a furniture cabinet below a wall hung TV set, and feature stunning smoked glass and aluminum enclosures that integrate perfectly with today’s televisions. Unlike sound bars and conventional surround sound systems, which are typically fixed into place, the 4TV console's built-in subwoofer base improves the user's television viewing experience by allowing them to easily rotate the console and television to the preferred listening and viewing angle.

The units feature backlit top-mounted, touch-sensitive controls and “learn” existing remotes for easy transparent operation. A proximity sensor adds an even greater ease-of-use, automatically detecting when someone is near and instantly lighting up to show the systems status on the control panel.

The home entertainment systems feature patent-pending H.A.R.T. (High Aspect Ratio Transducer) driver technology which utilizes a unique suspension and support system that allows the use of a large voice coil for high power handling in a high aspect ratio design. By incorporating these new drivers the height of the 4TV consoles can be kept to less than 2-1/4".

In addition to providing high quality audio from the listener's TV, cable/satellite box, and gaming consoles, by offering Dolby Digital and DTS decoding, 4TV products are also designed to provide extraordinary music enjoyment by incorporating easy wired or wireless connectivity to all of today's popular music sources with, instant connection for an optional Apple® Airport Express®, or wireless streaming with any Bluetooth® enabled device, and incorporates the new CSR® aptX® codec for crystal clear, full bandwidth performance.
To optimize the listeners experience with any content, 4TV can easily switch between a number of listening modes and EQ settings for both movies and music. In Movie mode listeners can experience all the action with full and realistic surround sound. In Music mode, music can be experienced in true and accurate stereo sound.

For those owners that may experience sensor neural hearing loss, the 4TV’s Enhanced-Dialogue listening mode offers a separate equalization setting that our engineering team developed using data derived from the U.S. Hearing Journal Research.

“Because of its unique industrial design, our 4TV products will naturally catch the attention of anyone with a sense of style, however, what will really capture their attention is the amazing performance of these systems.” said John Fischbach, director of product voicing for AudioXperts.

The 4TV family of products includes:

5122 5.1 Surround Sound Console*
- 800 W peak/500 W RMS Total System Power
- Three 25mm fabric dome tweeters for left/center/right
- Six patent-pending H.A.R.T. drivers for left/center/right
- Four patent-pending H.A.R.T. drivers for dipole surround
- Eight 4.5" long throw woofers for powerful subwoofer performance
- Inputs: Digital (2), Optical (1), COAX (1), Analog RCA (1), 1/8" Mini-Stereo (1), USB Audio (1)
- Main Unit Dimensions (H x W x D): 2.08" x 50.47" x 17.20"
- Main Unit Dimensions with Swivel Base (H x W x D): 1.75" x 50.47" x 17.20"
- Subwoofer Dimensions (H x W x D): 2.05" x 50.47" 17.17"
- MSRP: $3,999.99

2112 Virtual Surround Sound Console*
- 350 W peak/200 W RMS Total System Power
- Dual 20mm dome tweeters
- Four patent-pending H.A.R.T. drive units
- Four 4.5" long throw woofers
- Built-in subwoofer for deep powerful bass
- Inputs: Digital (2), Optical (1), COAX (1), Analog RCA (1), 1/8" Mini-Stereo (1), USB Audio (1)
- Main Unit Dimensions (H x W x D): 2.13" x 40.24" x 17.20"
- Main Unit Dimensions with Swivel Base (H x W x D): 2.56" x 40.24" x 17.20"
- MSRP: $1,999.99

*pending Apple certification

4TV products include a five-year, parts and labor warranty as well as an impressive two-year, over-the-counter exchange, assuring customers that when they purchase an AudioXperts product, they can feel confident they are receiving the best in product reliability.

4TV from AudioXperts will be available through authorized dealers, select retailers and directly through AudioXperts in Fall of 2012. For more information, visit http://www.audioxperts.com.

About AudioXperts
AudioXperts is dedicated to delivering unique audio solutions, with best in category/class design, incorporating only the highest quality materials, while delivering exceptional sound quality and performance. The AudioXperts Team brings over 100 years of combined expertise and passion in order to provide consumers with products that exceed expectations. By incorporating the finest materials and applying the latest technologies, in sophisticated, flexible and intuitive designs, AudioXperts ensures an extraordinary user experience and unparalleled pride of ownership.
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